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My  WORKPLACE M.S.D. PREVENTION CONSULTING PRACTICE   has been very successful over 
more than 30 years at approximately 600 workplaces.  That is a LOT of experience.  It has taught me 
much about how to accomplish the mission of markedly reducing workplace MSD, while earning a great 
PT practice cash-based, non-insurance income. 
 
This practice format can be is readily replicated by other PTs.  To facilitate that, I have assembled my 
entire prevention consulting practice into a digital "kit" that allows PTs to easily replicate my practice. 
 
This digital "kit" in two parts.   
 
Part One.. includes all my practice documents: prevention program protocols and tools, supportive 
scientific evidence and foundations that support best-practice MSD prevention tactics, detailed marketing 
protocols and materials, outcomes data, marketing plan and business plan suggestions.    
 
Part Two.. includes the "guts" of our on-site programs... the PowerPoint training programs that client 
workplaces hire us to provide.  These include our Back School, Neck-Arm Overuse School, the combined 
MSD SCHOOL (what most workplaces seek from us), Office Ergonomic School (also much in demand 
from workplaces), and Age*Less The Aging Worker School (rapidly growing demand by workplaces). 
These are two-hour employee training sessions.  We also include scripts of our training session lecture 
content, plus digital handout materials, and an audio file of one of our presentations. 
 
PTs using our program can use our website for client workplaces to preview the services at 
www.impacc.com, as well as our impacc Facebook page for ongoing updates.  We are very available to 
PTs on a daily basis to answer questions and challenges (at this point in our history we have handled 
them all).   
 
You can preview the kit at www.smartcarept.com and go to N-L-T page (No-Lost-Time program). 
Our new blog at hebertphysicaltherapy.com also provides lots of support guidance.  
 
COST…  We offer this kit for $600 (not bad when you recoup that cost with only a half-day of consulting at 
a client workplace).  
 
You can access continuing education on this specialty at www.educata.com  
plus a newer program at the Orthopedic Section of APTA, entitled “The Injured Worker” 
Course 24.1  at  http://www.orthopt.org/product/the-injured-worker  
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